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Mimma Marino
Graduated  in Biology, she teaches Earth Science . She is a
formator of  they newly graduated, too. 
 Gardening is her hobby

Cettina Catalano
She teaches Earth Science and Biology. She believes that
cooperative learning is the winner key for students. She
thinks Erasmus projects are essential for students. Their
strength lies in bringing people of different nationalities into
contact, encouraging to prove themselves.  

Doriana Ingrasciotta

She is enabled to teaching Physical Education but she
actually is an auxiliary teacher. She is specialized in Special
Needs Education. Her hobby is to create bijoux but her
greatest passion is to be a cake designer. Infact, it is said
that she creates works of art.

Maria Benfante
She is an auxiliary teacher, specialized in Special Needs
Education. She likes reading, running and playing the piano.
She says about herself: “I like helping people especially my
students". 
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D'Anna Giovanni
He is a cook chef and a Catering teacher. He is specialized in
catering and banqueting. He teaches to cook starters, �rst
courses, second courses and desserts. He is a pastry chef.
He loves playing tennis. 

Alessandra Gentile
She is a Catholic religion teacher. She likes teaching and
helping the people, especially the students and the elderly.
She loves music and sport especially swimming and the
Caribbean dance. She loves cinema
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Sabrina Giordano
Sabrina was born in Palermo �fty two years  ago. She lives
and works in Palermo. She is an Italian language literature

and history teacher for over twenty �ve years and she has
been teaching in the secondary school  “Paolo Borsellino” for
�ve years. She has got a daughter who is twenty two years
old. She loves pets very much so she has two dogs and a cat.
In her free time she likes reading books, listening to jazz
music and going out with her friends. She decided  to join
the Erasmus Plus world because she thinks it is a valuable
tool for she and for her students to expand their cultural
background, collaborate and share experiences with
different resources and to improve their knowledge of
English. 

Elisa Signorino
She teaches Italian language, literature and history. She likes
reading, travelling and taking photographs. She helps in a
nursery home, she looks after children, she plays with them
and often she prepares dinner for them. She loves football
and she  is a supporter of Juventus football club. Moreover,
she collects cribs from all over the world. 

Cecilia Gaglio
She is enabled to teaching Biology but she actually is an
auxiliary teacher. She loves her students, especially the
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disabled, actually, she is specialized in Special Needs
Education. Her hobby is biking. 

She is a Catholic religion teacher. She likes teaching and
helping the people, especially the students and the elderly.
She loves music and sport especially swimming and the
Caribbean dance. She loves cinema

and often she prepares dinner for them. She loves football
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